An increasing need for structural imaging at small length scales and simultaneous demand for data from larger volumes in research and commercial applications such as gene sequencing, neuroanatomy, and industrial process monitoring has encouraged new developments in electron microscopy (EM) technology, in particular high throughput tools. We previously reported on construction of a new serial sample imaging tool called the GridStage™ produced by us at Voxa, which enables direct imaging of serial sequential samples loaded onto tape via transmission electron microscopy (TEM), with capacity exceeding 10,000 samples per tape reel [1]. We have used tape delivery in ssDNA sequencing by EM and more recently in 3D serial section reconstruction of tissue, providing neuroanatomy at resolution and detail orders of magnitude greater than ever before.
imaging.
A second process enhancing tape-based imaging throughput is post-application of electrontransparent conductive coatings, useful at both the sample and tape levels. At the sample level, it may be desirable to passivate surfaces in order to stabilize areas that would otherwise deform or damage under the beam. Coatings also enhance conductivity of the sample and substrate, eliminating local charging of exposed non-conductive surfaces (such as boundaries of electron-transparent window slots), which negatively impact high-resolution imaging. For tapes that accept insertable single-sample carrier substrates, coating may facilitate charge transfer away from the carrier into the tape. To achieve this, we have built an automatic carbon deposition system called Pupa™ that is able to apply a continuous protective coating to tape-mounted samples. It features customizable apertures to apply controlled deposition distributions without damaging samples.
Each of the above systems are remotely controllable and monitored over network via easy-to-use native tablet and web interfaces, enabling remote operation and monitoring of complex industrial processes. These novel and versatile tools in sample preparation, delivery, and imaging enable scaling of previously tedious manual single-sample or small-batch processes, providing infrastructure to efficiently scale a new paradigm of tailored and pipelined high-resolution imaging processes for nextgeneration large-scale research and industrial inspection [6] . 
